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FIFTY YEARS AGO ...
Even today the International Hydrographic Bureau is striving for accurate 
bathymetric data for the GEBCO sheets. The following article, which appeared in 
the November 1934 issue [Vol. XI(2)] of The Hydrographic Review, indicates how 
the advent of deep-sea echosounders helped in obtaining bathymetric data.
THE OPENING OF A NEW ERA IN OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE BOTTOM
O F THE OCEANS
In spite of the fact that the question of certain corrections is not yet resolved, the various methods o f echo sounding have already furnished, and are furnishing, an invaluable mass of data on the bottom relief o f the oceans, which is helping to solve our problem ; the latter in its turn raises new questions of navigation, oceanography, seismology, isostasy, and even perhaps certain branches of geography. The effect of this should be to increase even further our knowledge of the nature o f our planet, insomuch as nearly three quarters of its surface were, even up to a few years ago, inaccessible by any other means of investigation, even relatively crude.
The more an improved method of determining the bottom conditions in the high seas spreads throughout the world — in the Indian Ocean, for example, there are vast regions where the soundings are extremely few and far between — the more probable it is that we shall have to revise the conception we have accepted hitherto o f the ocean bed being in general an extremely regular surface.
Just within the last few years, a certain num ber of discoveries have been made which show, for example, that formations comparable with the Hudson and Congo rivers are to be found at several places beneath the surface, forming submarine valleys. The American surveyors have thus found deep canyons on the edge of the continental shelf, some hundreds of miles from the coast, and in the spring of 1930 a Spanish fishing boat found a depth of between 80 and 680 m (44 and 372 fm) between the Gettysburg Bank and Cape St. Vincent in Spain, where the charts showed 2,000 to 3,000 m (1,094 to 1,640 fm). Here the surveying vessel Ormonde recently found bottom at only 50 m (27 fm), and it may be that other similar rises occur in this irregular bottom region.
It is to be expected that the next ten or twenty years will add much to our knowledge of the configuration of the ocean beds. It is not impossible that depths may be discovered several thousand metres deeper than the greatest now known. From the technical point of view, echo soundings could reach these depths; only there does not at present exist any ultra-sonic machine capable of doing so, observing that the high-frequency oscillations are damped out much more quickly during their passage through sea-water than are sonic waves. By using explosive charges, the French Navy succeeded in verifying not long ago that 
sound is propagated under the surface of the Mediterranean and can be heard at a distance of no less than 740 km (460 miles).
These facts about the bottom conditions are recorded by the International Hydrogra­phic Bureau at Monaco, which has undertaken the keeping up to date of the General
Bathymetric Chart o f the Oceans of the late Prince Albert I of Monaco. Perhaps from certain points of view it may be regretted that the new edition of this work had already started to appear before our knowledge of the bed of certain oceans was more detailed, but maybe this can be remedied before the whole chart has been republished. In any case, all those who take an interest in oceanography have reason to rejoice sincerely that an institution has taken the risk of burdening itself with this undertaking which is worthy of recognition but is associated with ever increasing difficulties.
**«
Even today collision avoidance radars are being improved upon to make for 
greater safety of navigation in narrow channels. The first of its kind, introduced 50 
years ago, is described in the November 1934 issue of The Hydrographic Review as 
follows :
A CATHODE-RAY DIRECTION FINDER FOR COLLISION PREVENTION
(Extract from the Report of the Radio Research Board for the period 1st January 1932 to 30th September 1933, H.M. Stationery Office, London, 1934, page 81).
The cathode-ray oscillograph has been used as the indicating element o f a directional receiver. A notable advantage arising out of the instantaneity of response of the cathode-ray direction finder is the facility which is offered for the directional reception of signals of very brief duration. This type of apparatus offers advantages in conjunction with beacon transmitters and other radio accessories to navigation and safety of life at sea. A particular application of the use of such short signals lies in the use of the arrangement as a direction finder for short impulse signals for the prevention of collision at sea in conditions of fog and low visibility generally.
In the practical realisation of the scheme, which has not yet been tried at sea, it would be necessary that all ships in a fog area should emit every fifteen seconds, or at some similar widely-spaced interval, a short 600-metre signal, lasting not necessarily longer than 1/100 second. Such a signal could be emitted automatically and could, indeed, be superimposed on any other traffic sent out from the same ship. A ship fitted with a cathode-ray direction finder o f simple type, limited range and fixed tune — located preferably in the chart room— could then receive such signals. During fog the receiver would be switched on and a more or less continuous watch kept on its indications. Signals received would cause sudden lines to appear on the oscillograph screen, giving, by their directions on the screen protractor, the relative bearings of all emitting-ships within range of the receiver. In these conditions, if it is seen that the one transmitting ship produces a line o f  constant direction and increasing length (assuming both ships to be on steady courses at constant speeds), the two ships will collide unless course is changed to prevent it.
Since the duration of signals is so short and the times of emission from different ships bear no fixed relation to each other, two signals will not often coincide and, even in the presence of a considerable number of ships emitting such signals, the bearing of each source will be readily determinable. In the very rare case of exact coincidence between two signal impulses, the indication would be in the form of a parallelogram whose sides give the directions of the two ships.
Signals o f this type would cause entirely negligible interference with communication on the same wavelength, being comparable to atmospherics of low numerical frequency of 
occurrence. The arrangement would thus afford a direct indication of possible collision in a form which could be easily observed, and would call for no interpretation or interpolation other than observation that a visible recurrent signal maintained a constant bearing and increased in length.
From the essential nature o f this application it is clear that apparatus for the purpose 
must be small and light, easily accommodated and simple in operation. An appropriate specification of its performance is that it should produce a deflection, on the screen, o f 4 cm length when receiving an i.c.w. signal from a ship at 10 miles distance transmitting with a current o f 10 A in an aerial 120 ft high above sea-level, this corresponding to a received field-strength of 8 mV/m. The selectivity should be such that the deflection does not decrease by more than half the above value over a wavelength range of 590 to 610 metres.
A special experimental receiver for this purpose has been designed and built at the Radio Research Station at Slough. It occupies a space of only 20 1/2 in. by 10 1/2 in., and weighs 30 lbs, and the weight at least can probably be reduced by revision in design. The oscillograph is also contained within the length and height stated.
In order to simplify design for this purpose it was thought desirable to depart from the practice of frequency-conversion used in other receivers, e.g. conversion to the 2.5 kc/s used in the standard receiver or to the 100 kc/s as used in the pulse polarisation analyser. The signal frequency of 500 kc/s is thus directly amplified and applied to the oscillograph. 
Using commercial oscillographs the only difficulties that have been experienced are that :
(a) Inter-plate capacity-coupling is not negligible at this frequency, but can be compensated by using a differential condenser as used in connection with the pulse polarisation analyser.
(b) The focus of the spot at this frequency is not as sharp as at lower frequencies, e.g. 100 kc/s or lower. This may be corrected or at least improved by using an oscillograph tube pum ped to a pressure critically related to this frequency. The pressure may, at the worst, be adjusted with the jet actually subjected to deflection at this frequency during the process of pumping.
The requirements of sensitivity and band-width made it necessary to use a three-stage amplifier employing screened-grid valves. The components are arranged symmetrically on each side of the central line of the box, the “ fore and aft” amplifier being above the partition and the “athwartships” amplifier below. (In considering a ship installation “ Forward” is substituted for North, “ Aft” for South, “ Starboard” for East, and “ Port” for West).
The potential for the screen of the first valve is controlled by a potentiometer, which can be used as an “installing” adjustment to adjust the two amplifiers to equality. Alternatively it can be used for the correction of quadrantal error by reducing the gain of the fore-and-aft amplifier to compensate for the superior effective pick-up of this frame.
Adjustment o f gain for purposes of observation is provided by resistances which can be applied across the frames. One of the three sets of resistances can be introduced by means- of a spring-loaded switch, which returns to its normal position when released, giving losses o f 12, 24 and 36 dB in its respective positions. The provision of this control is of particular importance in this application, preventing overloading at the last valve with the large signal-voltages (as compared with those existing in normal aural receivers) necessary to give adequate deflection on the cathode-ray oscillograph. With an accelerating voltage o f 700, a deflection of 4 cm (end-to-end) requires a peak potential of 43 V output to the tube. The 
high-frequency pentode was found by trial to offer the best solution, and was therefore used despite the disadvantage of requiring 1 A at 4 V for its cathode heating.
